
A Performane Study of Expliit CongestionNoti�ation (ECN) with Heterogeneous TCPFlowsRobert Kiniki and Zii ZhengWorester Polytehni InstituteComputer Siene DepartmentWorester, MA 01619Abstrat. This paper ompares the simulated performane of REDrouters and ECN routers. The results show that ECN provides bettergoodput and fairness than RED for heterogeneous ows. When the de-mand is held onstant, the number of ows generating the demand has anegative e�et on performane. ns-2 simulations with many ows demon-strate that the bottlenek router's marking probability must be aggres-sively inreased to provide good ECN performane. These experimentssuggest that an adaptive version of ECN should provide better perfor-mane than ECN.1 IntrodutionWith inreased World Wide Web traÆ has ome heightened onern about In-ternet ongestion ollapse. Sine the �rst ongestion ollapse episode in 1986,several variants of TCP (Tahoe, Vegas, Reno and NewReno) have been devel-oped and evaluated to provide host-entri mehanisms to ombat high paketloss rates during heavy ongestion periods. Additionally, researhers have pro-posed new ongestion avoidane tehniques for Internet routers. While the initialonept was to use paket loss at FIFO routers to signal ongestion to the soure,the resulting drop-tail behavior failed to provide adequate early ongestion no-ti�ation and produed bursts of paket drops that ontribute to unfair servie.Sine the introdution of Random Early Detetion (RED) [6℄ in 1993, re-searhers have proposed a variety of enhanements and hanges to router man-agement to improve ongestion ontrol while providing fair, best-e�ort servie.Although RED has outperformed drop-tail routers in several simulation and test-bed experiments [1℄, [4℄, [5℄, [8℄, [9℄, [12℄, Christainsen et al [3℄ have demonstratedthat tuning RED for high performane is problemati when one onsiders thevariability of Internet traÆ.RED has been shown to be unfair when faed with heterogeneous ows [10℄and the reommended RED parameter settings are not aggressive enough inheavy ongestion generated by a large number of ows [3℄, [5℄, [8℄.



Conern over redued performane on the Internet during traÆ bursts suhas Web ash rowds helped spawn the IETF reommendation [2℄ for new a-tive queue management tehniques that provide early ongestion noti�ation toTCP soures. Several researh studies [1℄, [7℄, [8℄, [9℄, [15℄ have reported betterperformane for Expliit Congestion Noti�ation (ECN) when ompared againstRED. These results add support to the Internet draft "Addition of ECN to IP"[14℄. However, most of these studies over only a limited portion of the traf-� domain spae. Spei�ally, little attention has been given to evaluating thee�ets of a large number of onurrent ows. Although a ouple of these stud-ies onsider fairness among ompeting homogeneous ows, ECN behavior withheterogeneous ows has not been thoroughly studied.This paper presents results from a series of ns-2 simulations omparing theability of RED and ECN to provide fair treatment to heterogeneous ows. Thegoal of this report is to add to the existing information on ECN behavior spei�-ally with regard to the impat of the number of ows, the e�et of ECN tuningparameters on performane, and the e�etiveness of ECN's ongestion warningswhen many ows ause the ongestion. The results of this study provide insightinto a new ative queue management sheme, AECN, Adaptive ECN.Setion 2 briey de�nes a few measurement terms and reviews previous ECNstudies to provide ontext for our experiments. Setion 3 disusses experimentalmethods. The next setion analyzes the simulated results and the �nal setioninludes onluding remarks.2 De�nitions and BakgroundThe performane metris used in this investigation inlude delay, goodput andtwo ways to evaluate fairness. The delay is the time in transit from soure to des-tination and inludes queuing time at the router. Goodput di�ers from through-put in that it does not inlude retransmitted pakets in the ount of paketssuessfully arriving at the reeiver. Given a set of ow throughputs(x1 ; x2 ; ::: ; xn)Jain's fairness index [13℄ is de�ned in terms of the following funtionf(x1 ; x2 ; ::: ; xn) = (Pni=1 xi)2nPni=1(xi)2A seond form of fairness introdued in setion 4 fouses on the di�erene be-tween the maximum and minimum average goodput for groups of heterogeneousows [8℄.Random Early Detetion (RED) [6℄ utilizes two thresholds (min th, max th)and an exponentially-weighted average queue size, ave q, to add a probabilistidrop region to FIFO routers. max p is a RED tuning parameter used to ontrolthe RED drop probability when ave q is in the drop region. The drop probabilityinreases linearly towards max p as ave q moves from min th to max th. When



ave q reahes max th, RED swithes to a deterministi (100%) drop probability.max th is set below the atual queue length to guarantee drops that signal routerongestion before the physial queue overows.Expliit Congestion Noti�ation (ECN) [12℄,[14℄ marks a paket (instead ofdropping) when ave q is in the probabilisti drop region. In the deterministidrop region, ECN drops pakets just as RED does. We breiy onsider an ECNvariant, ECNM, that marks pakets in the deterministi region.Lin and Morris [10℄ de�ne fragile TCP ows as those eminating from soureswith either large round-trip delays or small send window sizes and robust owsas having either short round-trip delays or large send windows. This delineationemphasizes a ow's ability to reat to indiations of both inreased and dereasedongestion at the bottlenek router. Our experiments simulate three distint owgroups (fragile, average, and robust ows). These ows di�er only in their end-to-end round-trip times (RTTs). The maximum sender window is held �xed at30 pakets in all graphs disussed in setion 4 to simplify the analysis.Floyd's original ECN paper [7℄ shows the advantages of ECN over RED us-ing both LAN and WAN senarios with a small number of ows. Bagal et al [1℄ompare the behavior of RED, ECN and a TCP rate-based ontrol mehanismusing traÆ senarios that inlude 10 heterogeneous ows. They onlude thatRED and ECN provide unfair treatment when faed with either varianes due tothe RTTs of the heterogeneous ows or varianes in atual ow drop probabili-ties. Fousing on a window advertising sheme (GWA), Gerla et al [8℄ ompareGWA, RED, and ECN in senarios with up to 100 onurrent ows. Using thegap between maximum and minimum goodput as a fairness measure, they showthat ECN yields better fairness than RED for homogeneous ows. Salim andAhmed [16℄ use Jain's fairness to ompare ECN and RED performane for asmall number of ows. Their results emphasize that max p an signi�antly ef-fet performane. The ns-2 experiments disussed in this paper ombine andextend these results.3 Experimental Methods and Simulation Topology
Fig. 1: Simulation Topology



This study uses the newest version of Network Simulator from UCB/LBNL,ns-2 [11℄, to ompare the performane of ECN and RED routers with TCP Renosoures. The simulation network topology (shown in Figure 1) onsists of onerouter, one sink and a number of soures. Eah soure has a FTP onnetionfeeding 1000-byte pakets into a single ongested link. The bandwidth of thebottlenek link is 10Mbps with a 5 ms delay time to the sink. The one-way linkdelays for the fragile, average and robust soures are 145 ms, 45 ms and 5 msrespetively. Thus, the fragile, average and robust ows have round-trip timesof 300 ms, 100 ms and 20 ms when there is no queuing delay at the router.All simulations ran for 100 simulated seonds. Half the ows were startedat time 0 and the other half were started at 2 seonds. The graphs presentedexlude the �rst 20 seonds to redue transient startup e�ets. The router for allsimulations have a min th of 5 pakets and a physial queue length of 50 pakets.Exept for the maximum send window size of 30 pakets, all other parametersuse the ns-2 default values.4 Results and AnalysisA series of ns-2 experiments were run suh that the umulative traÆ ow intothe heavily ongestion router remains �xed at 600 Mbps even though thenumber of ows is varied aross simulations. In all ases, the number of ows isequally divided among the three ow ategories. Thus, 15 ows in the graphsimplies 5 fragile, 5 average and 5 robust ows eah with a 40 Mbps data ratewhereas a graph point for 120 ows implies a simulation with 40 fragile, 40average and 40 robust ows eah with a 5 Mbps data rate. Simulations were runwith the total number of ows set at 15, 30, 60, 120, 240, 480 and 600 ows.Figure 2 gives ECN and RED goodput with the number of ows varying from15 to 600. ECN with max p = 0.5 provides the best goodput in all ases exept15 ows. In the other three ases there is a marked drop in goodput beginningat 64 ows. Figure 3 presents the delay for ECN and RED with max p = 0.5.This �gure shows the lear advantage robust ows have with respet to delay,but more importantly it demonstrates that the ECN goodput improvement fromFigure 2 is o�set by a small inrease in the one-way delay for ECN.Figures 4 and 5 trak the e�et of varying max p and max th in simulationswith 30 and 120 ows respetively. Figure 4 shows that max th has little e�eton goodput above max p = 0.2. In Figure 5 where 120 ows provide the sameow demand as 30 ows in Figure 3, ECN with max p = 0.5 and max th = 30yields the highest goodput and there is no max p setting for RED that workswell.Figure 6 employs Jain's fairness to quantify RED and ECN behavior. ECNis fairer than RED in almost all situations.Sine perfet fairness has a Jain's fairness index of 1, it is lear that as thenumber of ows goes above 120 none of the hoies prevent unfairness. Thefat that ECN with max p = 0.1 is fairest at 30 ows while max p = 0.5 is thefairest at 60 and 120 ows implies the marking probability should be dynamially



Fig. 2: RED and ECN Goodput,max th=30 Fig. 3: RED and ECN Delay,max p=0.5, max th=30
Fig. 4: Goodput with 30 ows Fig. 5: Goodput with 120 ows

Fig. 6: RED and ECN Fairness (max th=30)adjusted based on a ow ount estimator. The unfairness at a high number ofows an also be partially attributed to a lokout phenomenon where some owsare unable to get any ow through the ongested router for the duration of thesimulation. Loked out ows begin to appear for both RED and ECN above 120ows.Figures 7 through 9 provide a visual sense of max-min fairness via the gapbetween the averaged goodputs for the three ow groups.



Fig. 7: Goodput Distribution, 30 ows, max p=0.2, max th=30

Fig. 8: Goodput Distribution, 30 ows, max p=0.8, max th=30Aggregate goodput in these graphs is the sum of the fragile, average, androbust goodputs. ECN provides better overall goodput than RED in all threegraphs, but the di�erene is most pronouned in Figure 9 where the traÆ isgenerated by 120 ows. Figure 7 and 8 di�er only in an inrease ofmax p from 0.2to 0.8. The more aggressive ECN marking in Figure 8 provides better goodputfor robust ows than RED. However this hange does not redue the goodputgap between robust and fragile ows. Figure 9 keeps max p = 0.8 but simulates120 ows. Although overall goodput remains relatively unhanged for ECN inFigure 9, the goodput for the robust ows goes down while the goodput of the



average and fragile ows inrease slightly. This implies that varying max p whenthere are heterogeneous ows an provide improvement in the visual max-mingoodput. RED goodput is adversely a�eted by more ows. This suggests anadaptive ECN that uses di�erent values of max p for the di�erent ow groups.

Fig. 9: Goodput Distribution, 120 ows, max p=0.8, max th=30

Fig. 10: Throughput Distribution, 120 ows, max p=0.8, max th=30The signi�ane of using goodput instead of throughput as a performanemetri an be learly seen in Figures 9 and 10. Beause goodput exludes re-transmissions, RED has 15% lower goodput than ECN in Figure 9. Sine REDdrops and ECN marks, the RED drops trigger more TCP retransmissions. This



e�et is ompletely hidden in Figure 10 where aggregate RED throughput isonly slightly lower than aggregate ECN throughput.Figure 11 ompares ECN with ECNM. Reall ECNM di�ers from standardECN in that ECNM marks pakets when the average queue size exeeds max thand drops pakets only when the router queue overows. The �gure shows thatECN provides better goodput exept at small values of max p and that ECNMappears quite sensitive to the max th setting.

Fig. 11: ECN and ECNM Goodput with 120 ows5 Conlusions and Future WorkThis paper reports on a series of ns-2 simulations that ompare ECN and REDperformane with heterogeneous ows. Generally ECN provides better goodputand is fairer than RED. The results show that performane of both mehanismsare a�eted by the number of ows. However, ECN with an aggressive max psetting provides signi�antly higher goodput when there are a large number ofheterogeneous ows. ECN also had a higher Jain's fairness index in the range ofows just below where ow lokouts ourred.In the simulations studied neither RED nor ECN strategy were fair to fragileand average ows. These results suggest that if ongestion ontrol is to handleWeb traÆ onsisting of thousands of onurrent ows with some degree of fair-ness then further enhanements to ECN are needed. We are urrently ondutingsimulations with an adaptive version of ECN that adjusts max p based on theround-trip time of a ow and an estimate of the urrent number of ows in eahow groups.Referenes1. P. Bagal, S. Kalyanaraman, B. Paker, Comparative study of RED, ECN and TCPRate Control, Tehnial Report (Mar 1999).
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